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ON THE SEQUENTIAL ENVELOPE 
J. NOVAK 
Praha 
A convergence space or £-space L is a space, in which the sequential topology is 
defined by means of a convergence. By convergence JS? we understand a system S£ of 
sequences {xn} e JS? of points xne L converging to certain points called limits and 
designated by the symbol lim xn and fulfilling two Frechet's axioms: 
1. If xn = x for each n = 1, 2, ..., then {xn} e »S? and lim xn = x. 
2. If lim xn = x, then {xWf} e $£ and lim xn. = x for each subsequence {x,,.} of 
{*„}• 
The closure XA of a set A cz L is defined as the set of all points lim xn, where 
{xn} e $£ and xn e A. In such a way we get a sequential topology or simply S-topology 
A satisfying the following properties: 
A0 = 0 , XL= L, X(A u B) = XA u XB , A cz B implies XA cz XB 
Ax = x for each x e L. 
The closure of a subset A cz L need not be closed. Therefore it is possible to 
form successive closures 
X°A = A cz AM = XA cz A2A cz ... cz X^A cz ... cz XonA 
where a^ is the first uncountable ordinal and X^A = \J XXnA. It is easy to prove that 
XX0HA = AWM, so that the set XmA is the s mallest closed set containing A as a subset. 
Consequently there is no sense in forming a closure X^A for £ > <%. 
The usual way of defining the continuity of real functions on Lis as follows: / is 
continuous on Lif/(AAl) cz f(A) for each subset A cz L. From this definition it follows 
that a real-valued function / is continuous on L, if and only if lim xn = x implies 
lim/(xn) = /(x) for each point x e L. Therefore the continuity of real functions may 
be called the sequential continuity. 
A subset G of an £-space L is a neighbourhood of a point x e L, if x does not belong 
to X{L — G). Thus it is possible to define separated convergence spaces S in which any 
two distinct points are separated by neighbourhoods, and regular convergence spaces 
R, defined by means of neighbourhood closures. The notion of completely regular 
convergence space is not suitable for such convergence spaces in which the axiom of 
the closed closure (X2A = XA) does not hold true. For convergence spaces we define 
the notion of sequential regularity (abbr. S-regularity) like this: 
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The convergence space L is S-regular, if for each point x 0 e L a n d each se-
quence of points xn e L no subsequence of w hich converges to x0 there is a real valued 
sequentially continuous function f on L into <0, 1> such that the sequence of numbers 
f(xn) fails to converge to f(x0). 
From this definition it follows that the S-regularity of a convergence space is 
a topological property. In 1947 I constructed a regular £-space Q such that each 
continuous function on it is constant [1]. Therefore a regular S-space need not be 
S-regular. On the other hand under the supposition that Kj = 2Xo I was able to 
construct an S-regular convergence space which is not regular. Consequently 
regularity and S regularity of sequential topologies are not comparable. 
It is well known that each completely regular topological space (fulfilling Kura-
towski's axioms of topology) can be characterised as a subspace of a Cartesian cube of 
a certain dimension the topology of which is the usual topology in the topological 
product space. On the other hand the following theorem holds true: 
A convergence space L is S-regular if and only if it is homeomorphic to a 
subspace of a Cartesian cube of a certain dimension in which the topology is defined 
by coordinatewise convergence of real numbers. 
This cube will be called an L-cube and denoted by (C, K). 
Now it is possible to define for S-regular convergence spaces a similar notion as 
the Stone-£ech compactification of completely regular topological spaces. 
Let (P, n) be a convergence space contained in an S-regular space (R, Q) as a 
subspace. The convergence space R will be called sequential envelope of the space P if 
the following conditions ci9 c2, c3 are satisfied: 
ct: R = Q
mP. 
c2: Each sequentially continuous function f on P into <0,1> has a continuous 
extension/on R into <0, 1>. 
c3: There is no S-regular convergence space S containing R as a proper sub-
space and fulfilling the properties c t and c2 relative to P and S. 
The following theorem holds true: 
Let P be a subspace of an S-regular convergence space R. Then R is a sequen-
tial envelope of the space P if and only if there is a homeomorphism h on R onto 
K101 (p(P) <-= C such that h(x) = (p(x) for each point x e P, q> being a special homeo-
morphism on P((p(x) = {fi(x)} e. C, whereby ft runs over all sequentially conti-
nuous functions on P into <0, 1>) into the i-cube C, the sequential topology of 
which is K. 
From this theorem the following s t a t emen t s can be deduced: 
Let L! and L" be two sequential envelopes of the same S-regular i-space L. 
Then there exists a homeomorphism h on L onto L" such that h(x) = x for each 
x e L. 
Every S-regular convergence space P has a sequential envelope which is ho-
meomorphic to K™1 cp(P). 
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The def ini t ion of the sequential envelope o(L) of an S-regular convergence 
space J? is similar to the definition of Stone-Cech compactification/?(P) of a comple-
tely regular topological space P. Nevertheless the properties of the sequential enve-
lope o(L) and of the jS-envelope /?(L) of the same completely regular convergence 
space L can be completely different. For example the isolated space N of all na-
turals is a completely regular non-compact space. Consequently /?(N) #- N. Howe-
ver, it is easy to prove that o(N) = N, so that /?(N) #= <?(N). 
The theory of sequential envelopes may be applied to the systems of sets, any 
system like this being an S-regular convergence space, the convergence in which is 
defined by the well known cond i t i on : 
CO 00 00 00 
lim An = A whenever A = \J f) An = f) \J An . 
k=ln=k k=ln=k 
There is a question whether or not there exists an S-regular £-space Lsuch that 
o(L) 4= L. The answer is positive. I constructed a space which is homeomorphic to 
a system of sets, the sequential envelope of which is topologically different from the 
system itself. 
There are some problems concerning the sequential envelope. For instance: 
What is the sequential envelope of the system of all realvalued functions f(x) of real 
variable x the convergence in which is defined by the convergence at each point. Or: Of 
what structure is the sequential envelope of a system of sets. 
It is worth noting that for the definition of S-regular convergence spaces and 
for sequential envelopes Urysohn's axiom of convergence (viz. if {xn} does not con-
verge to x then there is a subsequence {xn.} no subsequence of which converges to x) 
is not required. 
The paper will be published in full in Czechoslovak Math. Journal 1963. 
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